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Executive Summary

California is experiencing a serious shortage of workers
for so-called middle-skill jobs – those that require more
than a high school education, but not necessarily a fouryear college degree. Even in 2009, during the recession
and with 2 million Californians out of work, only an
estimated 38 percent of the state’s workers had the
appropriate training for the 47 percent of California’s
jobs in middle-skill occupations. That shortage will
likely continue as 200,000 of these middle-skill jobs are
expected to open annually as our economy recovers,
accounting for 2.2 million new and replacement jobs from
WR%XWWRRIHZTXDOLÀHGZRUNHUVDUHDYDLODEOH
WRÀOOPLGGOHVNLOOMREV,QIDFWWKHUHZLOOEHSHUFHQWPRUH
annual middle-skill job openings than low-skill job openings
until 2018 and, currently, California has more low-skilled
workers than available low-skill jobs.

Our state’s economic health looks even more dire when
this middle-skill “gap” is coupled with the shortage of
workers expected for careers requiring science, technology,
engineering and math skills – the so-called STEM jobs.
These jobs are growing much faster than other jobs, but
three-quarters of STEM job openings through 2016 will
require postsecondary education and half of them require
EDFKHORUҋVGHJUHHV)LOOLQJWKRVHMREVZLOOEHGLIÀFXOW-XVW
six years ago, the Golden State ranked 14th in the nation
in recent bachelor’s degrees awarded in science and
engineering (per 1,000 workers). Today, California has
fallen to 45th in the nation, recently awarding 40 percent
fewer degrees in science and engineering than the
national average.
Both middle-skill and many STEM jobs increasingly require
post-high school education:
%Between 2008 and 2018, the number of jobs for
Californians with postsecondary education will
JURZSHUFHQWIDVWHUWKDQMREVIRUKLJKVFKRRO
dropouts.
%%\WKUHHRXWRIHYHU\ÀYH&DOLIRUQLDMREV
will require some education beyond high school.

%By 2025, experts predict that the state will
have a workforce shortage of 1 million
college graduates.
But as education and training needs are going up,
&DOLIRUQLDҋVHGXFDWLRQV\VWHPLVIDOOLQJIXUWKHUEHKLQG,Q
1970, California ranked seventh in the nation in the percent
of the workforce that had completed high school; in 2008, it
ranked last. And the picture for the workforce of the future
LVQREULJKWHU,Q&DOLIRUQLDUDQNHGthRXWRIWKH
states in eighth grade mathematics and was tied for 47th
in fourth grade reading – only New Mexico and Louisiana
ranked worse.
Every year, over 300,000 young people in California
either drop out of school or graduate without meeting the
entrance requirements for California’s state universities.	

    ,Q
fact, only 33 percent of graduates in the class of 2007 were
eligible for California State University admission based
on their courses, grades and test scores.	

    Similarly, over
70 percent of California community college students need
remedial work in developmental math and English.
To reverse these trends and secure the Golden State’s
economic future, state business leaders are calling for
greater access to the career-relevant Linked Learning
approach in California high schools to better equip young
people for success in both post-secondary education and
WKHLUIXWXUHFDUHHUV/LQNHG/HDUQLQJLVDÁH[LEOHDSSURDFK
that can be implemented through various models such
as California Partnership Academies, Career Academies,
charter schools and small themed schools. Linked Learning
provides rigorous and relevant curricula that prepare
students for education beyond high school, while also
providing them with practical career-technical skills, handson experience and connections to local employers. Career
Academies, for example, have proven to increase labor
force participation and to increase real earnings for young

The Sacramento Picture
2YHUKDOI SHUFHQW RIVXUYH\HG6DFUDPHQWRDUHD
KHDOWKFDUHHPSOR\HUVUHSRUWHGSUREOHPVÀQGLQJ
entry-level registered nurses at the height of the
recession in 2009.
Similarly, 78 percent of Sacramento employers
DUHDOUHDG\UHSRUWLQJGLIÀFXOW\ÀQGLQJHQWU\OHYHO
employees for medical imaging positions – a
profession expected to grow by 14 percent in the
next three years.
Although Sacramento is booming as a clean energy
hub, 60 percent of Sacramento employers in the
HQHUJ\HIÀFLHQF\ÀHOGUHSRUWHGGLIÀFXOW\KLULQJ
workers in eight critical occupations in 2009. For
H[DPSOHWZRRXWRIWKUHHHPSOR\HUVKDGGLIÀFXOW\
ÀQGLQJTXDOLÀHGHPSOR\HHVWRKHOSUHWURÀWEXLOGLQJV
– an occupation with a 43 percent predicted growth
rate over the next three years.
Centers of Excellence

PHQE\SHUFHQWSHU\HDU²RUDQHVWLPDWHG
increase over a participant’s working life.
The future of California’s economy depends upon the
caliber of our workforce. As we continue the debate on
meaningful education reform in our state, the conversation
must include promising education approaches like
Linked Learning that provide young people the real-world
experiences and skills businesses expect – and need –
from their workforce.
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California Has a Growing Skills Gap
Problem

Three out of four executives surveyed in 2010 believe the soft
OGEHHOSEHH>A?KIAARAJIKNAEILKNP=JPEJPDAJATPPDNAAPKłRA
years because of global competition and the pace of change in
PDA>QOEJAOOAJRENKJIAJP5 However, American businesses often
łJ@PDAOAOGEHHOH=?GEJCEJPDASKNGBKN?A ARAJ=IKJC?KHHACA
CN=@Q=PAO&J=NA?AJPOQNRAU JEJAEJPAJATA?QPERAOO=E@AJD=J?A@
soft skills are important to support business expansion, but less
than half of executives rated their employees as above average in
PDAOAOGEHHO6

HPDKQCD>QOEJAOOAOD=RA=HS=UOJAA@A@SKNGANOLNKł?EAJPEJ
the “3 Rs” – reading, writing and arithmetic – today’s fast-paced,
international and technology-driven marketplace requires even
DECDANLNKł?EAJ?UHARAHOEJPDAOAD=N@OGEHHOQPPDAU=NAPKKKBPAJ
H=?GEJC AOLA?E=HHU=IKJCPDKOAAJPANEJCPDASKNGBKN?A
%

Over 300,000 young men
and women leave California
schools each year without
the skills to compete in a
?KILAPEPERAH=>KNI=NGAP
These students either
dropped out of school or
graduated, but without
meeting the entrance
requirements for the state
QJERANOEPEAO1

Middle-Skill Jobs
California CEOs report that attracting and
THPU[HPUPUNHX\HSPÄLK^VYRMVYJLPZVUL
of the top challenges to doing business
in the state – a challenge exacerbated
I`[OLULLKMVYLUOHUJLKZRPSSZHUK
increased education levels. In fact, that
PUHIPSP[`[VÄSSQVIZPZJH\ZPUNV\YZ[H[L[V
lose businesses. Just last year, in Silicon
Valley alone, one in six companies
Z\Y]L`LKYLWVY[LKTV]PUNQVIZV\[VM
the state and, of those, more than one in
ten did so because of a more available
^VYRMVYJLLSZL^OLYL

Middle-skill jobs – those that require
less than a four-year degree, but more
than a high school diploma – are
the biggest share of California jobs,
=??KQJPEJCEJBKNLAN?AJPKB
=HHFK>OEJPDAOP=PA2JBKNPQJ=PAHU 
even at the height of the recession and
with over 2 million Californians out of
work, only an estimated 38 percent of
California workers had the appropriate
training for these positions – a gap of
LAN?AJP=CALKEJPOPPDAO=IAPEIA 
there were far more low-skilled workers
PD=JHKSOGEHHA@FK>O7,8

%

Three out of every ten
California high school
freshman do not graduate
SEPDEJBKQNUA=NO2

%

Only 33 percent of graduates
– Silicon Valley CEO Survey:
in the class of 2007 were
Business Climate 2011
The demand for middle-skilled workers
eligible for California State
EJ =HEBKNJE=SEHHNAI=EJDECDSEPD
University admission based
percent of all job openings – more than
on their courses, grades and
IEHHEKJIE@@HAOGEHHFK>KLAJEJCOATLA?PA@>APSAAJ
PAOPO?KNAO =??KN@EJCPKPDAH=PAOP=R=EH=>HA@=P=,JHU =J@1DAOA=NAHK?=H D=J@OKJFK>OPD=P=NAHAOOHEGAHUPK>A
percent of students were eligible for the more competitive KQPOKQN?A@"=?DUA=N>APSAAJ=J@ PDANASEHH>A
2JERANOEPUKB =HEBKNJE=OUOPAI3
percent more middle-skill job openings than low-skill openings

%

About half of surveyed employers nationwide in 2006
NALKNPA@@Ał?EAJ?EAOEJPDAI=PD=J@O?EAJ?AOGEHHO
of new workforce entrants who held only a high
O?DKKH@ELHKI=HIKOPLAN?AJPKBAILHKUANOO=S
@Ał?EAJ?EAOEJNA=@EJC?KILNADAJOEKJ

%

and almost 20 percent more middle-skill job openings than highOGEHHFK>KLAJEJCO=JJQ=HHU9

The bulk of these middle-skill openings will be due to replacement
JAA@O N=PDANPD=JJASFK>O?NA=PA@>UCNKSPD1DAHA=@EJCA@CA
of the baby boom generation will turn 65 this year and the share
of California’s population age 60 or older is projected to double
>APSAAJ=J@10 As this highly trained generation retires
or workers leave middle-skill jobs, 175,000 replacement openings
SEHHJAA@PK>AłHHA@=JJQ=HHU11

One in ten surveyed employers reported college
CN=@Q=PAOI=PDKNO?EAJ?AOGEHHO=O@Ał?EAJP

Just as important as the hard skills are the critical “soft skills”
?KIIQJE?=PEKJ ?KHH=>KN=PEKJ ?NEPE?=HPDEJGEJC=J@?NA=PEREPU
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Examples of Middle-Skills Jobs California Can’t Live Without:










EMT
Firefighter
Police officer
Carpenter
Electrician
Plumber
Dental hygienist
Medical lab technician









Aircraft mechanic
Heating and AC installer
Industrial machinery mechanic
Heavy truck driver
Machinist
Legal secretary
Computer support specialist
National Skills Coalition, 2009

Science, Technology, Engineering and Math (STEM)
Jobs

=RAN=CA15 There may be too few college graduates available
BKNDENA=J@ARAJBASANSEPDPDA01"*>=?GCNKQJ@ =HEBKNJE=
>QOEJAOOAOJAA@&JOA?PKNOHEGAHEBAO?EAJ?AO=J@=ANKOL=?A=J@
defense, six in ten companies nationwide reported shortages of
O?EAJPEOPO AJCEJAANO=J@KPDANOGEHHA@SKNGANOPDAUOAAG16

From manufacturing, to banking, to e-commerce, to health
?=NAOANRE?AO PA?DJKHKCUEOEJ?NA=OEJCHU?AJPN=HPKI=JUFK>O
Manufacturing, for example, has shifted to more advanced,
computer-assisted production, replacing the manual labor force
SEPD=QPKI=PEKJKJPDAODKLŃKKN1KNAI=EJRE=>HA SKNGANOEJ
manufacturing facilities must now have a technical skill or tradebased skill that machines cannot adequately perform, such as
knowledge of mechanical and electrical engineering processes,
the ability to work with computerized systems and read and write
machine programming code, and the ability to operate automated
I=JQB=?PQNEJCOUOPAIO12

Acceleration of the Skills Gap in
California
1DAKRAN=HHSKNGBKN?AH=J@O?=LAEO=HOK?D=JCEJC"TLANPO
believe the recession may accelerate a demand for higher-skilled
workers because many companies are not replacing laid-off lower
OGEHHA@LKOEPEKJO&JOPA=@ PDAUD=RA=QPKI=PA@PDKOAFK>OKN
ODELLA@PDAIKRANOA=ONA?AJPOQNRAUODKSA@PD=PBKQNEJPAJ
manufacturing companies nationwide expect increased shortages
KBOGEHHA@SKNGANOEJPDABQPQNA17

J@FK>OPD=P=NADA=REHUNAHE=JPKJPA?DJKHKCU=NACNKSEJCB=OP
01"*FK>O=NAATLA?PA@PKD=RAPDAPDEN@B=OPAOPN=PAKBCNKSPD
nationwide of all occupation groups
Having a skilled workforce is
>APSAAJ=J@13QP
workers often need post-secondary
critical to the economic vitality of
education to capitalize on this
every California community.
technology and the accompanying
FK>O&J =HEBKNJE= IKNAPD=JPDNAA
–Dr. Christopher Thornberg,
MQ=NPANOKB01"*FK>KLAJEJCOQJPEH
Economist and Founding Principal,
2016 will require postsecondary
Beacon Economics
education and half of the expected
Los Angeles, CA
openings will require bachelor’s
@ACNAAO
#EHHEJCPDKOAFK>OSEHH>A@EBł?QHP'QOPOETUA=NO=CK  =HEBKNJE=
N=JGA@th in the nation in recent bachelor’s degrees awarded
EJO?EAJ?A=J@AJCEJAANEJCĠLAN ?EREHE=JSKNGANO 1K@=U 
=HEBKNJE=D=OB=HHAJPKthEJPDAJ=PEKJ NA?AJPHU=S=N@EJC
percent fewer degrees in science and engineering than the national

The need for workers with more
education is also accelerating the skills
C=LAPSAAJ=J@ PDA
number of jobs for Californians with
postsecondary education will grow 50
percent faster than jobs for high school
@NKLKQPOJ@>U PDNAAKQPKB
ARANUłRA =HEBKNJE=FK>OSEHHNAMQENA
OKIAA@Q?=PEKJ>AUKJ@DECDO?DKKH18

Demographic changes are also having
=LNKBKQJ@EIL=?PKJPDASKNGBKN?A1DANAPENEJCCAJAN=PEKJ
has more education and skills than the generation entering the
SKNGBKN?A+ASEIIECN=JPO=HOKPAJ@PKD=RAHKSANA@Q?=PEKJ
HARAHOPD=JJ=PERALKLQH=PEKJOO=NAOQHPKBPDAOAPNAJ@O=J@
higher education needs in jobs, experts predict the state will have a
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workforce shortage of 1 million college graduates
>U19,20

Required skills and traits
for manufacturing

The United States Is Falling Behind
Thanks to technology, more and more American
workers are now directly competing with workers
BNKI=NKQJ@PDASKNH@%KS20OPQ@AJPOOP=?G
up against students from other countries is, thus,
increasingly important – but the United States is
JKHKJCANKJPKL

What	
 Was	
 
Needed	
 Then...
 3LHYUPUNVULVY[^VZWLJPÄJ
technical roles
 7O`ZPJHSZ[YLUN[O ÅL_PIPSP[`
 (IPSP[`[VMVSSV^Ä_LK
unchanging procedures
 .LULYHSH[[LU[PVU[VWYVK\J[PVU ZHML[`WYVJLK\YLZ
 -VSSV^PUNVYKLYZ
 6WLYH[PUNTHPU[HPUPUNKLsigning mechanical machinery

1DA20DECDO?DKKHCN=@Q=PEKJN=PAN=JGOEJ
PDA>KPPKIPDEN@KB@ARAHKLA@J=PEKJO21 On
an international test of applied knowledge and
OGEHHO PDA-NKCN=IIABKN&JPANJ=PEKJ=H0PQ@AJP
OOAOOIAJPĠ-&0 20UA=NKH@OPQ@AJPO
O?KNAOECJEł?=JPHU>AHKSPDA=RAN=CABKN
industrialized nations in math and trail far behind
leading countries like Korea, Japan and Finland
EJNA=@EJC=J@O?EAJ?A22 Once a leader in math
A@Q?=PEKJ 20DECDO?DKKHOPQ@AJPOJKSB=HH
in the bottom half of teenagers from developed
?KQJPNEAO1DA20EOCAPPEJCSKNOANAOQHPOSDEHA
OLAJ@EJCLAN?AJPIKNAKJA@Q?=PEKJġ20
spending per student in 2007 was over $10,700,
?KIL=NA@PK=JEJ@QOPNE=HEVA@J=PEKJ=RAN=CAKB=>KQP 23

...And	
 Whatʼs	
 
Needed	
 Now
 4LJOHUPJHSYLHZVUPUNSVNPJ
[YV\ISLZOVV[PUN ZWH[PHS
visualization
 7LYZVUHSÅL_PIPSP[`JVTT\UPJH[PVU JVVWLYH[PVU
 0UP[PH[P]LWLYZPZ[LUJL 
independence
 ([[LU[PVU[VKL[HPSZLSMJVU[YVS
KLWLUKHIPSP[`
 4HRPUNPUKLWLUKLU[KLJPZPVUZ
 6WLYH[PUNJVTW\[LYZVYJVTW\[LYPaLKTHJOPULY` \ZPUN
JVTW\[LYZMVYH^PKLYHUNLVM
critical functions
Handler et al., 2009

%spend $13 million more each year purchasing vehicles;
%>QUDKIAOSKNPDIEHHEKJIKNA>UPDAPEIAPDAUNA=?D
the midpoint of their careers;

Once a leader in math education, U.S.
OPNOZJOVVSZ[\KLU[ZUV^MHSSPU[OL
bottom half of teenagers from developed
countries – behind such countries as
Slovenia, Hungary and Poland, and far
ILOPUKSLHKPUNJV\U[YPLZSPRL2VYLH
Japan and Finland.

%support 900 new jobs in the state;
%increase the gross state product by $190 million; and
%increase state revenues by $17 million annually through their
EJ?NA=OA@OLAJ@EJC=J@EJRAOPIAJPO25
Higher levels of education can also help protect against
QJAILHKUIAJPARAJEJ=NA?AOOEKJ&J LAN?AJP
of California high school dropouts over the age of 25 were
QJAILHKUA@1DKOASEPDKQP=@ELHKI=SDKSANAAILHKUA@SANA
KJHUI=GEJC=J=RAN=CAKB LANUA=N&J?KJPN=OP KJHU
percent of Californians with a bachelor’s degree were unemployed
and employed college graduates could expect to make an average
KB=HIKOP LANUA=N26A?=QOAPDAU=NAIKNALNK@Q?PERA
for employers, the average lifetime earnings of an individual
?KHHACACN=@Q=PA=NAIEHHEKJDECDANPD=JPDKOAKB=DECD
O?DKKH@NKLKQP >=OA@KJJ=PEKJ=H@=P=27

– Organisation for Economic
Co-operation and Development, 2010
HPDKQCDDECDANA@Q?=PEKJ=PP=EJIAJPEJPDA20D=O?KJPEJQA@PK
climb, we are not keeping pace with other nations and not growing
B=OPAJKQCDPKGAALQLSEPDH=>KNI=NGAP@AI=J@ONA?AJPHU=O
 PDA20S=OPEA@BKNłNOPEJ?KHHACACN=@Q=PEKJN=PAOQP=O
other countries dramatically improved their college completion
N=PAO PDA20D=OB=HHAJPKth out of 26 industrialized nations –
@A?E@A@HUEJPDAIE@@HAKBPDAL=?G

California's competitiveness depends on the
skills of our workforce. We have no time to
waste arguing about education reform while
our international competition moves ahead
of us.

High Cost of the Skills Gap
The lack of a skilled workforce comes at a high cost for individuals,
>QOEJAOOAO=J@PDAA?KJKIU$N=@Q=PEJC=JATPN= KB
=HEBKNJE=O@NKLKQPOFQOPłRALAN?AJPKBPDA H=OOKB
@NKLKQPO?KQH@NAOQHPEJEILNAOOERAA?KJKIE?>AJAłPO1DAOA
extra graduates would likely:

– Daniel Rapaport, Partner,
>LUKLS9VZLU)SHJR +LHU337
6HRSHUK*(

%?KHHA?PERAHUA=NJIEHHEKJIKNAEJ=J=RAN=CAUA=NPD=J
they would have without a diploma;
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Our economy has lost billions because of an
unskilled workforce. If we want sustainable
economic security, we must remedy this
unsustainable situation.
¶3HYY`9VZZ.LULYHS4HUHNLY
*YV^UL7SHaH/V[LS
Concord, CA
Although some programs are stand-alone schools, including
charter or magnet schools, most are pathways within larger
?KILNADAJOERADECDO?DKKHO,BPAJ?=HHA@=ļO?DKKHSEPDEJ=
school,” pathways typically comprise no more than 200 students
who stay together with the same teachers for the duration of the
LNKCN=I1D=P?KJPEJQEPUDAHLO?NA=PA?HKOANAH=PEKJODELO=IKJC
PDAOPQ@AJPO PDAENLAANO=J@PDAENPA=?DANO&P?NA=PAOPDAGEJ@KB
ļPA=ILH=UANIAJP=HEPUAILHKUANOPKKKBPAJłJ@H=?GEJCEJPDAEN
UKQJCANAILHKUAAO28
In a recent survey, 175 California CEOs
W\[¸PTWYV]PUN[OL2Z`Z[LT¹H[
[OL[VWVM[OLPYSPZ[VMOV^SVJHSHUK
state government can strengthen the
state’s business climate and those CEOs
support increased expenditures for
*HSPMVYUPH»Z2Z`Z[LT

Changing Course
As California and the nation wrestle with the vitally important
debate on education reform, businesses know that career
NAHAR=J?AIQOP>AEJ?KNLKN=PA@EJPKPDA?H=OONKKI1KKI=JU
students do not understand why they need to know what they are
being taught, lose interest in school and then do not develop the
OGEHHOAILHKUANOATLA?PPDAIPKD=RA1DA?=NAANPDAIA@)EJGA@
Learning approach, modeled after the proven Career Academies
model, helps high school students stay engaged in school and
graduate with a concrete understanding of what they will need to
succeed in the workforce and education post-high school, thus
better ensuring California businesses have a workforce armed with
PDAOGEHHONAMQENA@EJ=CHK>=HI=NGAPLH=?A

– Silicon Valley CEO Survey:
Business Climate 2011

Enhanced Skill Levels
Through hands-on learning, Linked Learning students gain the
practical skills that cannot be taught from a manual or learned
PDNKQCD=?H=OONKKIHA?PQNA#KNAT=ILHAġ

Linked Learning Puts Career Relevance into the
Classroom
The Linked Learning approach integrates rigorous academics,
relevant career-technical education, support services for students
and real-world work-based learning experiences supported by
EJ@QOPNU=J@?KIIQJEPUL=NPJANOKRAN=PDNAAKNBKQNUA=NLANEK@
Linked Learning students opt-in to industry-themed pathways
EJ=SE@AN=JCAKBłAH@O OQ?D=OAJCEJAANEJC =NPO=J@IA@E= 
>EKIA@E?EJA=J@DA=HPD1DAOAL=PDS=UOLNAL=NADECDO?DKKH
students for future careers and a full range of postsecondary
options, including two- or four-year college, an apprenticeship, the
IEHEP=NUKNBKNI=HAILHKUIAJPPN=EJEJC
The Linked Learning approach can be found in a number
of existing models, such as small theme-based learning
communities, California Partnership Academies (CPA), other
?=NAAN=?=@AIEAO=J@NACEKJ=HK??QL=PEKJ?AJPANO=J@LNKCN=IO



%

Students in a health careers academy can learn how to
measure a patient’s blood pressure, administer shots,
LANBKNI>HKK@PULEJC AT=IEJATN=UO=J@=LLHU?=OPO
Through internships, students may have the opportunity
to work with real doctors and learn how to express
?KIL=OOEKJ=J@AIL=PDUBKNL=PEAJPO0PQ@AJPOEJOKIA
L=PDS=UO=HOKD=RAPDAKLLKNPQJEPUPK>A?KIA?ANPEłA@EJ
RAJELQJ?PQNA EJFA?PEKJPN=EJEJC "($  -/=J@łNOP=E@

%

Students at an agricultural technology academy learn
the mechanics of agricultural science, technology and
RAPANEJ=NUIA@E?EJA,JA=?=@AIUD=O=OPQ@AJPNQJ
B=NI SDE?DBA=PQNAOKN=JCACNKRAłAH@O=J@HERAOPK?G 
LNKRE@EJCKLLKNPQJEPUBKN=D=J@OKJHA=NJEJCATLANEAJ?A
Students there learn how to operate tractors, understand
irrigation systems and care for animals.

%

Students in multimedia / video production academies
learn the technical aspects of operating teleprompters,
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Linked Learning Pathways are Designed to be Relevant to California’s Economy
(NYPJ\S[\YLHUK5H[\YHS9LZV\YJLZ(Y[Z4LKPHHUK,U[LY[HPUTLU[
)\PSKPUNHUK,U]PYVUTLU[HS+LZPNU,K\JH[PVU*OPSK
+L]LSVWTLU[HUK-HTPS`:LY]PJLZ,ULYN`HUK<[PSP[PLZ
,UNPULLYPUN-HZOPVU+LZPNU4HU\MHJ[\YPUNHUK7YVK\J[PVU
-PUHUJLHUK)\ZPULZZ/LHS[O:JPLUJLHUK4LKPJHS;LJOUVSVN`
/VZWP[HSP[`;V\YPZTHUK9LJYLH[PVU0UMVYTH[PVU;LJOUVSVN`
4HU\MHJ[\YPUN4HYRL[PUN:HSLZHUK:LY]PJL7\ISPJ:LY]PJLZ
3H^HUK1\Z[PJL;YHUZWVY[H[PVU
video cameras, studio camera switchers, audio mixers
=J@IE?NKLDKJAO1DAU=HOKHA=NJDKSPKSNEPARE@AK
O?NELPO=J@A@EPRE@AKQOEJC@ECEP=HOKBPS=NA1DAOA=NA
useful and in-demand skills for California’s varied media
OA?PKN

A high-quality study found that students attending the Center for
Advanced Research and Technology (CART) were more likely
to enroll in community college than a demographically similar
CNKQLKBJKJ /1OPQ@AJPO /1QOAOPDA)EJGA@)A=NJEJC
approach, with 11th and 12th grade students from 15 Clovis and
#NAOJK2JEłA@DECDO?DKKHO=PPAJ@EJCD=HB@=U?H=OOAOEJKJA
of 13 project-based labs, such as human behavior, biomedical
AJCEJAANEJCKNBKNAJOE?O?EAJ?A KIL=NA@PKOEIEH=NOPQ@AJPO 
CART students were 18 percent more likely to be enrolled in
a community college directly after high school and 22 percent
more likely to still be enrolled one year after graduation from high
O?DKKH36

UATLANEAJ?EJCPDA)EJGA@)A=NJEJC=LLNK=?D  =HEBKNJE=DECD
school students understand the skills they will need in a particular
occupation and can make more informed decisions about
LKOPOA?KJ@=NUA@Q?=PEKJ=J@PN=EJEJC1DAUSEHHQHPEI=PAHUAJPAN
the workforce much more prepared to hit the ground running,
potentially reducing the time and cost of on-the-job training or the
JAA@BKNDENEJCNALH=?AIAJPO

Another example comes from Kearny High’s School of Digital
*A@E==J@!AOECJĠ!*! PDAłNOPO?DKKHEJPDAOP=PAPK=?DEARA
)EJGA@)A=NJEJC?ANPEł?=PEKJ>U
&J?NA=OEJC>KPD =HEBKNJE=ODECD Traditional education models lack relevance.
demonstrating that it met most
High-quality Linked Learning pathways can
school graduation rates and
of the 39 established criteria for
enrollment in postsecondary
help reform our education system and create a creating an optimal environment
education and training
pipeline of workers with 21st century skills.
for improving student achievement
programs are keys to cultivating
=J@AJC=CAIAJP(A=NJUO!*!
¶;LYLZH.VVK^PU7YLZPKLU[ graduated 99 percent of its 2009
=OGEHHA@SKNGBKN?A,JANAREAS
of data on students in California
7LVWSL:WHJLZ+LZPNU.YV\W class and 95 percent went on to
Partnership Academies found
6HRSHUK*( LKOPOA?KJ@=NUA@Q?=PEKJ!*!O
they had higher pass rates on
graduation rates have been
PDA =HEBKNJE=%ECD0?DKKH"TEP
consistently higher than district
"T=I=J@DECDANCN=@Q=PEKJ
and state averages since it became
33
N=PAOPD=JPDAOP=PA=RAN=CA
=JEJ@QOPNUPDAIA@L=PDS=U1DAO?DKKHD=OEJ?NA=OA@EPOOP=PA
?=@AIE?-ANBKNI=J?A&J@AT>ULKEJPOOEJ?A=J@
Some California high schools also show marked improvements in
37
CN=@ALKEJP=RAN=CAOBKNOPQ@AJPOEJ)EJGA@)A=NJEJC#KNAT=ILHA  NA?AERA@J=PEKJ=HNA?KCJEPEKJEJ=O=HQA/E>>KJ0?DKKH

Increased School Success

for the 2009-2010 school year at Porterville High School, only 66
LAN?AJPKBOPQ@AJPOJKPEJ)EJGA@)A=NJEJCD=@$-OKRAN 
SDEHAB=NIKNAOPQ@AJPOEJ)EJGA@)A=NJEJCD=@$-OKRAN
LAN?AJPĠDA=HPD=?=@AIU =J@LAN?AJPĠ>QOEJAOOłJ=J?A
=?=@AIU  Such increased student achievement is good news
for California’s economy: A study by the California Foundation
BKN KIIAN?A=J@"@Q?=PEKJBKQJ@PD=POPQ@AJP=?=@AIE?
achievement has the largest impact on a state’s economic
LANBKNI=J?AN=JGEJC >=OA@KJPNAJ@@=P=BNKI=HHOP=PAO
LAN?AJPEJ?NA=OAEJ =HEBKNJE=OBKQNPDCN=@A
math achievement test scores would boost the state from the 38th
>AOPA?KJKIE?LANBKNI=J?APK=PKLN=JGEJC35

California is Not Doing Enough
A 2010 report by the California Department of
Education found that the state’s public high schools
are not preparing students for ongoing education
and employment in the 21stFHQWXU\,QIDFW
students are not currently required to complete any
coursework that connects academics to the world
beyond school.40
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Key elements of Linked Learning
Project-based learning helps students make
connections across subjects and brings greater
relevance to classroom learning. Students work
together on projects, developing academic and
technical skills, as well as more experience with
collaboration, communication and critical thinking.29
Work-based learning such as mentorships, job
shadowing opportunities and internships with local
employers brings
actual career
relevance to
the students,
deepening their
understanding of
how traditional
academics are
used in careers.
This helps direct

them toward training and education opportunities
that will get them the skills California industries are
seeking.30
School-based enterprise, like student-led businesses
or community service initiatives, is another form of
ZRUNEDVHGOHDUQLQJ,WDOORZVVWXGHQWVWRGHVLJQ
produce and deliver real products and services.
At Porterville High School’s Business and Finance
Academy, for example, students are in charge of
ordering the merchandise for the student store, running
the store, keeping track of its inventory and making
regular deposits at the local bank.31
Support services, including counseling as well
as additional instruction in reading, writing and
mathematics, help students keep their grades up and
stay on track for graduation.32

Conclusion

Career Academies students, which is one Linked Learning
approach, were twice as likely as nonparticipants to be working in
the computer, engineering or media technology sector eight years
=BPANCN=@Q=PEKJ PDQODAHLEJCPKEJ?NA=OAPDAOQLLHUKB01"*
SKNGANO38

California is falling behind when it comes to preparing its future
SKNGBKN?APK?KILAPAOQ??AOOBQHHUEJ=CHK>=HA?KJKIU1KOPAI
this tide and close the growing skills gap, policy-makers should
make sure we are spending our education dollars on what really
works and include changes that will ensure young people enter
PDASKNGBKN?ASEPDPDAOGEHHO =HEBKNJE=>QOEJAOOAOJAA@0P=PA
O?DKKH@EOPNE?POODKQH@>ACN=JPA@CNA=PANŃATE>EHEPUPKEJ?KNLKN=PA
Linked Learning into their high schools utilizing their existing
resources, and state funding for districts that have incorporated
such an education approach, including approximately 500 existing
=HEBKNJE=-=NPJANODEL?=@AIEAO IQOP=HOK>ALNKPA?PA@
As the California economy rebounds, the state should make
CNA=PANEJRAOPIAJPOEJ)EJGA@)A=NJEJC&BSA=NAOANEKQO=>KQP
getting California back on top, we must act now to get California
>QOEJAOOAOPDAOGEHHA@SKNGBKN?ASAJAA@

Earnings and Productivity
Career Academies have proven results for producing higher
A=NJEJCO SDE?D=NAPEA@PKLNK@Q?PEREPUKPDEJ?NA=OA@
productivity and higher earnings are good for the economy:
increased productivity spurs economic growth, and higher
earnings increase spending power and contributions to the tax
>=OAJ=PEKJ=HOPQ@UODKSA@PD=Pġ
%

Young people who went through Career Academies
A=NJA@LAN?AJPIKNAPD=JPDKOAJKPEJPDALNKCN=I

%

Young people from the program worked 12 percent more
DKQNOLANSAAGPD=JPDKOASDK@E@JKPL=NPE?EL=PA

%

"ECDPUA=NO=BPANCN=@Q=PEKJ UKQJCIAJEJPDA =NAAN
Academies earned $3,731 more per year than nonL=NPE?EL=JPO1KEHHQOPN=PASD=PPD=P?KQH@IA=JKRAN
their lifetime, if that same difference held throughout
their career up to age 65, they would earn $175,000
more during their working years than those not in the
LNKCN=I39
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